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The global threat of terrorism and organized crime is at an all-time high, and
the risk is rising at an unprecedented rate. Military, government, and police
establishments, large transportation hubs, hotels, tourist resorts, and shopping
centers are just a few of what is now an exhaustive list of potential targets of
interest to extremists. Having the skills to spot suspicious activity at the planning
stages could be the difference between safety, and a mounted attack.
In today’s information-driven society, the success of corporate organizations
and businesses, government departments, intelligence agencies, and individuals
is based upon key intelligence that is relevant, timely, and accurate. The Internet
abounds with misinformation and deception, some of it unintentional, some
purposeful; with this in mind, it is increasingly desirable for adversaries to mount
physical surveillance against people and places of interest to obtain that most
valuable commodity – information.
Understanding the threats to your sector and the benefits to adversaries, should
you or your interests be subject to hostile physical surveillance, and developing
the skills and experience necessary to identify if you are under threat can be
essential to your privacy and security, and vital to the protection of key interests
and assets.
TII offers industry-leading training presented by global experts in the field. From
classroom-based theory to practical training exercises, your knowledge and awareness of how to detect hostile surveillance will be significantly enhanced.

About TII:
With a global client base ranging from
government agencies to members
of the Fortune 500, Toddington
International Inc. (“TII”) has been
enabling its customers to find and use
online information more effectively
since 1997.
Backed by over a decade and a half
of experience providing advanced
Internet intelligence services to a
range of law enforcement agencies,
in addition to private sector clients in
the financial services, petrochemical,
pharmaceutical and manufacturing
industries, TII develops and delivers
comprehensive, highly acclaimed classroom-based and e-learning programs
that enable frontline investigative and
research professionals to find better
online information, in less time, at
less cost, with less risk™.

COURSE OUTLINE

Our team of trusted associates

1-Day Course (Theory-Based):

2-Day Course (Practical):

• What is terrorism? What is the threat? Who is
at risk?

• Assessing your routes
on a map

• Introduction to anti- and counter-surveillance

• Anti-surveillance

• Introduction to route planning, routine, and
tactics to maximize safety

• Counter-surveillance

• The attack cycle
• Getting into the mind of the terrorist
• The stages of reconnaissance preparation
and operation
• Detecting unnatural behavior and an
introduction into ‘base-lining’

• Mobile awareness
training – how to
detect surveillance
• Action plans for
unnatural behavior

includes highly qualified investigators,
intelligence analysts, psychologists,
educators, legal practitioners and
other professionals, all of whom
maintain the highest standards of
integrity.
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• Using Open Source Intelligence proactively
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